Easing Pain at the Pump

New lines of engineered bacteria could lead to high-octane biofuels that may one day replace gasoline. MORE »

Understanding Aging

As more Americans grow old, efforts to understand how and why we age are becoming more important than ever. MORE »

Off-Target Gene Editing

Researchers find gene-editing tools produce unwanted DNA mutations. MORE »

Featured Events

07.01.13 Harvard LBTO Women's Lunch. Harvard Yard, Canaday Hall B, Women's Center, 12:30 p.m.

07.09.13 Maintaining Research Subject Privacy and Information Security. 185 Cambridge St., Simches Bldg., 3 p.m.

Awards and Recognitions

Harvard Medicine Magazine

Paper Chase

Harvard Health Publications

Visionary Leadership

One of Martin Samuels key mentors was a scientist dubbed 'The Liver Queen.' He's never forgotten how she helped his career.